
Come Follow Me - Old Testament 
 Week 6 : Jan 31 - Feb 6    ~    Genesis 6-11; Moses 8  

Monday - Read the introduction for this week’s CFM.  Introduce word of the 
week and discuss.                             

FHE  Read Genesis 6 while kids color their page(s). (see note on blog for 
details including link to free coloring pages)  Note that in Genesis 6:22 it says, 
“according to ALL that God commanded him” not, “did that which seemed 
doable/reasonable to him”.  Read “Noah’s Ark” from The Beginner’s Bible (pg 
26; covers Genesis 7-8 which is what you will read if you do not have this child’s 
bible) while the kids use their pieces to act it out.  End by discussing how we 
can relate this story to modern times.  Song: We Thank Thee Oh God for a 
Prophet 

Tuesday - Read Genesis 9: 8-17 & discuss “Tokens or symbols help us 
remember our covenants with the Lord” from CFM manual.  What do the 
following represent? dove, olive branch, rainbow, sacrament, color white, 
sacrifice of the lamb.  Why does the Lord use symbols & tokens?  

Wednesday - Read Genesis 11:1-9 & “The Tall Tower” in The Beginner’s Bible 
(pg 34; covers Genesis 11).  Why would Satan want to keep us busy “building 
towers”? 

Thursday - Read Moses 8:17.  What does it mean for the spirit to “strive” with 
us?  When have we experienced the spirit striving with us? 

Friday - What are some things the prophets have asked us to do?  How have we 
been blessed when we obey?  

Sunday - Watch the video summarizing Noah in the primary CFM manual 
(found in the section “for younger children”) & the video summarizing the 
tower of Babel in the primary CFM manual (found in the section “for older 
children”).  Review.  Discuss lessons had at church and review the word of the 
week.


